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•  MeshScan and XrayCentring: A case study 
•  Interleaved collection 
•  AbstractCollect 
•  Weakness and strangeness of the MXCuBE data model 
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-  Previous solution with AdvancedGroupQueueEntry was withdrawn due to the hard 
synchronization between the execution steps. 

-  All code removed from master branch (not all ideas live). 
-  A more straight forward implementation is suggested: 
 
 
 

MeshScan and XrayCentring 

1. Define methods in beamline-setup.xml 2. Define how the queue entry model is created 
(Qt4_create_advanced_widget.py)  
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Implementing MeshScan and XrayCentring 
3. Define class in queue_model_objects.py: 
- MeshScan is DataCollection with MeshScan exp type. 
- For others new class needs to be created: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Define class in queue_entry.py (most important part): 
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Implementing MeshScan and XrayCentring 
5. Define class in Qt4_queue_entry.py: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Depending from method customize Qt4_create_advanced_widget. 
- Possibility to develop some other examples during the developers workshop. 
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Potential collection methods 
-  The number of collection methods may grow in the future. 
-  It would be vice to implement some abstraction layer now before it gets to crowded.  
-  Possible solutions: 

 1. Implement all methods in queue_entry (already now 1.6k code lines) 
 2. Generic queue_entry with minimal set of collection methods:  
  a. DataCollection (oscillation, helical line and mesh) 
  b. Characterisation, EnergyScan and XRFSpectrum. 
 and imports for specific methods: 
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Interleaved collection 
1. Defines how several data collections are executed. 
2. Added more log information during the execution: 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Storing information in ISPyB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A need to display more information about each subwedge in ISPyB.  
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AbstractCollect 
-  Rework of AbstractMulticollect leaded to a new AbstractCollect. 
-  No wedge loop. 
-  Clean implementation: do_collect from around 400 lines to 76 lines and abstract methods. 
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ParallelProcessing 
1. Prepares xml input for EDNA. 
2. Standart pipe to start EDNA Dozor plugin. 
3. Cyclic output file polling and extracting results. Weakest point because based on file system 
read. 
4. There was an attempt to use xmlrpc to transfer results (work not finished). 
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Weakness and strangeness of the MXCuBE data mode 
+ Implementation of new collection methods and strategies is possible. 
 
- With a current implementation would be difficult to continue if new methods are developed. 
- Length of queue_entry is more than 1.6k. 1K suggestion from PEP. 
- All sites has to test and have a common agreement on the queue model. 
- Testing may take some time. 
 
1. Site specific imports may resolve the testing issue. 
2. If a site specific method is well tested and widely used it could move to main queue_entry. 
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Weakness and strangeness of the MXCuBE data mode 
Still some links to Qt in the Hardware level 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggestion: use BeamlineSetup as a container for all hwobj 
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Thank you for your attention! 


